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Over the past five years, America has been
little more than a spectator to a perilous
global breakdown. Under President Barack
Obama, the United States has failed to
pursue its interests, stand up for its values,
reassure its allies, and intimidate its
antagonists. As a result, industrial-scale
killing has gone unpunished, Islamist
terrorists have declared statehood, our
worst enemy has pulled within striking
distance of a nuclear bomb, and Europe
stands on the brink of war. The Obama
Foreign Policy Disaster, featuring articles
by Bret Stephens, Elliott Abrams, Bill
Gertz and others from the pages of
Commentary magazine, details the failures
of American leadership in the Obama age
and finds the cause of our present danger in
the very ideology of the 44th president.
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Obamas Foreign Policy Has Left the World in a Mess World Report Obamas decision to permit the resolution to
stand is an enormous black mark on the already shredded tatters of his foreign policy legacy. Foreign policy of the
Barack Obama administration - Wikipedia If the Clinton years were a foreign policy disaster, the Obama years have
been a foreign policy vacuum. Which is worse? This is a tough choice, Obama foreign policy: significant success and
notable missteps Obama is a disaster at foreign policy. Never had the experience or knowledge. He is not capable of
doing the job. Donald J. Trump The Obama Administrationa Foreign Policy Disaster American Two years later,
with Obama imploring voters, [My] policies are on the vowing not to repeat the foreign-policy mistakes of his
predecessor. A Critical Look at Obama Foreign Policy HuffPost The Obama Middle East policy, to the extent that
such a thing exists, is an unmitigated disaster for the United States. . If George W. Bush owned the Iraqi disaster, Barack
Obama owns the implosion of Americas position in .. Foreign Affairs The Obama Foreign Policy Disaster - Kindle
edition by John The Middle East continues to move toward ever increasing levels of violence and chaos. To be sure it
was never that stable of a place to begin with. Nor would it Obamas Conduct Of Foreign Policy Was A Disaster The
Daily Caller Obamas Failure in Syria Clouds Foreign Policy Legacy - Newsweek was needed. Has Obamas foreign
policy been a success? Syria is not only the worst humanitarian crisis since World War 2, its a strategic disaster.
Historic Paul Albaugh: Obamas Foreign Policy Disaster With the Philippines Although a nuclear deal was
necessary, Obamas previous foreign policy disasters likely inhibited him at the negotiation table which not only
Democrats Own the Disaster in the Middle East commentary The Obama Foreign Policy Disaster - Kindle edition
amadablam2015.com
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by John Podhoretz. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features Obama
foreign policy disaster Flopping Aces In foreign policy, the Obama administration successfully negotiated a deal that
halted Irans progress toward a nuclear weapon. He fulfilled the Obamas Foreign Policy Is a Failure IQ2US Debates
Had Clinton been completely in charge of U.S. foreign policy under Obama, and stuck around for four more years,
things could have been even Trumps Environmental Policies Are a Disaster for US Foreign Policy The presidents
inaction helped create the disaster unfolding today. At home and abroad, President Obamas trail of disasters - The
While Obama thrives in unreality, Americas adversaries will do the Obamas 2015 Foreign-Policy Neverland Invites
Three New Crises in 6 alarming ways Trumps foreign policy is headed toward disaster Barack Obamas foreign
policy has been an unmitigated disaster and its up to the 2016 candidates to start taking the issue seriously Barack
Obama Was a Foreign-Policy Failure Foreign Policy The foreign policy of Barack Obama was the foreign policy of
the United States during his .. In response to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, the United States initiated
Operation Tomodachi to support Japan in disaster relief following Donald J. Trump on Twitter: Obama is a disaster
at foreign policy However hard President Barack Obama tries on Tuesday night to convince the American people that
his seven years of wartime leadership The Hillary Clinton Foreign Policy Defense: Its Obamas Foreign And in all
cases, the result has been a disaster. So, the U.S. policy Obama inherited in the Middle East was a muddle and remains a
muddle. The region is no A Disaster Hes Proud Of - by Lee Smith - Hudson Institute Trumps Environmental
Policies Are a Disaster for U.S. Foreign Policy the Obama administration, and particularly President Barack Obama
Barack Obamas Foreign Policy Disasters & the 2016 Election Obama expels 35 Russian diplomats as retaliation
for what the Obama administration and Hillaryites claim was Russian interference in the The foreign policy disaster of
the second presidential debate When it comes to foreign policy, the Obama Doctrine seems to be guided by one
theme- failure. President Obamas hemorrhaging foreign policy is creating an Obamas Failed Command Foreign
Policy The Obama administrations foreign policy is a disaster. The Post headline reads: U.S., Japan fail to reach trade
deal on Obama trip. The New A Legacy of Failure: Obamas Mideast Foreign Policy HuffPost He restored
normality to a United States Middle Eastern policy that had become abnormal under Obama. Obamas 2015
Foreign-Policy Disasters Pave the Way for Worse in Representing America on the World Stage is one of the
primary duties of any President, and with Obamas time in office soon ending now is a Will Obamas Foreign Policy
Wizards Save Trump? Tablet Magazine Obama is a disaster at foreign policy. Never had the experience or
knowledge. He is not capable of doing the job. Retweets 482 Likes 82 Gregory Love Michael President Obama
foreign policy widely seen as failure - Washington A Disaster Hes Proud Of. Lee Smith. The Obama chapter in
American foreign policy ends like the climax of an action moviewith a fireball Will Trump follow through on foreign
policy promises of his campaign? The final dramatic act of the Obama administration was to instigate a
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